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Abstract 
There are several articles in the literature after the COVID-19 pandemic showing the necessity of vaccinating people who 
have a cancer diagnosis to prevent this disease in this group of patients. But what I want to report in this article is that I am 
facing an increasing number of cases of patients with cancer after receiving COVID-19 vaccines and this is what I want to 
describe in this study, using the thoughts of Hippocrates (460 bce - 375 bce), the father of medicine, that said that “it is more 
important to consider other ancient medical traditions prior to the knowledge we have nowadays”. 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that there are cases of patients with cancer diagnosed after receiving two, three or 
four doses of the COVID-19 vaccine and I will describe which are the risk factors that these patients are having in the energy 
level that could induce more propensity to have cancer when using this kind of vaccine. 

Methods: Five case reports of 71,40,76, 55, and 75 years old with diagnoses of colon cancer, breast cancer, skin cancer, and 
gastric cancer in the last two patients respectively days and months after receiving the second, third and fourth doses of the 
COVID-19 vaccine. 

Results: The five patients had in common an energy deficiency inside the five internal massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, 
Lungs, and Kidney) according to the Five Elements theory of traditional Chinese medicine. According to this theory, all 
disease comes from the energy alterations between these five organs and cancer comes from energy deficiency inside these or-
gans and the formation of internal Fire. The use of any kind of highly concentrated medication or highly concentrated vaccine 
would reduce even more these energies, according to Arndt-Schultz-Law, created in 1888 by two German researchers, and 
could reduce this vital energy, which was proven very low in all these patients reported, increasing the chance to have cancer. 

The conclusion of this study is that patients that are developing cancer after receiving the COVID-19 vaccine have in com-
mon, energy deficiency inside the five internal massive organs (and these alterations are the factors to induce cancer forma-
tion according to traditional Chinese medicine) and the use of this kind of vaccine has the potential to reduce even more the 
vital energy of the patient which is already very low and leading to a weakness state of the immune system and increasing the 
chance to have any kind of chronic diseases, in this case, cancer.

Citation: Huang, W.L. (2023). Which Could Be the Risk Factors for Developing Cancer After Receiving The COVID-19 Vaccine. 
Int J Cancer Res Ther, 8(1), 01-18.
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Introduction 
There are some articles in the literature showing an increasing-
ly exacerbated and higher mortality in patients with cancer to 
acquire COVID-19. In the majority of them, they are recom-
mending the COVID-19 vaccine to reduce this kind of problem 
in this group of patients but there are some limitations in these 
studies because they do not show the efficacy of these vaccines 
in immune-compromised patients [1].

But recently, I have noticed that there were an increasing number 
of patients with cancer diagnosed after the global vaccination for 
COVID-19 prevention [2, 3]. 

Purpose
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate what could be the 
risk factors inducing or aggravating cancer formation after re-
ceiving the COVID-19 vaccine mainly to show the energy al-
terations inside the five internal massive organs (Liver, Heart, 
Spleen, Lungs, and Kidney) and the other factors including diet, 
emotions, family history of cancer. This study was based on five 
case reports that developed cancer after receiving two, three, or 
four doses of the highly concentrated injected vaccine for the 
prevention of COVID-19. All five patients gave the authoriza-
tion and consent to publish their histories in this article. 

Methods
Through five case reports, the first one is a 71-year-old female 
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patient with a diagnosis of colon cancer 72 days after receiv-
ing the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer), the sec-
ond patient is 40 years- old with breast cancer developed after 
7 days after the third dose of Pfizer vaccine, the third one is a 
76 years old with a diagnosis of skin cancer after receiving the 
fourth dose of COVID-19 vaccine (Janssen), the fourth patient 
is a 55 years-old female with a diagnosis of gastric cancer after 
receiving the fourth dose of  COVID-19 vaccine (CoronaVac) 
and the fifth case is a male patient of 75 years-old with gastric 
cancer after 74 days of receiving the third dose of COVID-19 
vaccine (AstraZeneca). I will describe their history in the next 
paragraphs.

Case report one
The first case report is a 71-year-old female patient with a histo-
ry of abdominal pain since March 16th, 2022, two months after 
the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer). According 
to her, she was walking on the street on March 16th, 2022, and 
she felt a deep pain in the right side of her abdomen that made 
her unable to continue to walk. She associates the pain with 
some foods that she ingested very much such as Chia with jel-
ly during that week. She took anti-inflammatory medications at 
that time such as Tandrilax (Caffeine, Carisoprodol, Diclofenac, 
Acetaminophen, Paracetamol, and Diclofenac Sodium) and the 
pain went away and she calmed down but at the moment the 
medication lost the effect, the pain returned again. She felt a lot 
of cramps, the feces were coming out more difficult, she could 
not squat because her abdomen was hurting too much, and she 
stopped to eat everything and just cried. She started to lose her 
appetite, continued to feel colic, did not want to eat much and 
everything did not go well for her. She stopped to eat everything 
she used to like and started to get sick and lose weight, about 
three kilos in the beginning.

The patient took the first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine on 
March 29th, 2021 (CoronaVac). The second dose was on Janu-
ary 4th, 2022 (Pfizer).

She performed her first colonoscopy on March 23rd, 2022 and the 
doctor found only diverticula on that exam but the doctor did not 
tell her the results of this exam and told her that she needed to be 
submitted for surgery.

She did not trust the examination performed by the first doctor 
so she went to be evaluated by a second physician, performing 
a second colonoscopy on April 1st, 2022, that diagnosed a tumor 
in the large intestine.

At this time, she went to my clinic to do some acupuncture ses-
sions and I asked her to come to do this acupuncture every day, 
to check on the possibility of reducing her tumor and improving 
her quality of life until she began the chemotherapy sessions.

She also performed the measurement of the energy of the five 
internal massive organs through the radiesthesia procedure.

Results
All her internal massive organs’ energy was at the lowest level 
of energy, rated one out of eight. It was orientated to her to avoid 

the ingestion of raw food, Coldwater, sweets, and dairy products 
to not imbalance, even more, the energy of the Spleen and pan-
creas (fifth chakra according to Ayurvedic medicine). It was also 
orientated to her to avoid the ingestion of fried foods, melted 
cheese, chocolate, honey, coconut, eggs, and alcoholic bever-
ages to not produce internal Heat, one of the energy imbalances 
responsible for cancer production, according to traditional Chi-
nese medicine. It was also advised to her to avoid the ingestion 
of coffee, soda, and matte tea because all these drinks can reduce 
the vital energy of the Kidney and reduce the production of Yin 
and Yang, and all Kidneys functions, one of them is the produc-
tion of the Zheng-Qi, which is one of the energies to protect the 
body against the invasion of external pathogenic factors. 

During the period when she was in acupuncture therapy associ-
ated with apex ear bloodletting, her abdominal pain had subsid-
ed and she began to release her stools easily without pain. 

She began to use highly diluted medications such as homeo-
pathic medications according to the theory of written by myself 
whose title is Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements 
Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine and crystal-based medi-
cations. These medications used in this treatment will be shown 
in the discussion section.

On April 2022, she went to an oncologist and he said that the 
alterations in the large intestine shown in the colonoscopy were 
colon cancer and it had approximately three months old (approx-
imately the time she took the second dose of the COVID-19 vac-
cine) and it was not aggressive. He said it was common cancer 
and could resolve with six chemotherapy sessions. 

She began her chemotherapy sessions on May 23rd, 2022, and 
did not feel anything bad in the first session. But after the second 
chemotherapy on June 6th, 2022, she begins to feel drowsiness, 
tremors, and lack of appetite. On the third chemotherapy, she 
began to feel hair loss, lip damage, and a mouth totally rough 
in addition to maintaining the same symptoms of drowsiness, 
tremors, and lack of appetite.

She performed chemotherapy on days June 20th, July 4th, July 
18th, August 1st, August 8th, and August 22nd. 

But as she was using acupuncture and intaking homeopathy 
medications, she was not presenting major side effects present-
ed by other patients, when receiving chemotherapy. She had a 
neighbor that was in colon cancer treatment, the same diagnosis 
that she had. This neighbor was presenting severe side effects 
of chemotherapy treatment because she was using only the che-
motherapy and not receiving the treatment using Chinese medi-
cines tools so I will discuss the different outcomes of the patients 
when receiving treatment only for the treatment of the “leaves” 
(using chemotherapy) and using treatment to treat the whole tree 
(including the “leaves” and the “root” of the tree). 

She performed the third colonoscopy on August 17th, 2022 which 
revealed that the tumor, which had the size of an orange, disap-
peared completely only doing Chinese medicine’s tools (such 
as Chinese dietary counseling, auricular acupuncture with apex 
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ear bloodletting and systemic acupuncture, and replenishing the 
internal five massive organs using highly diluted medications 
according to the theory Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five 
Elements Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine)  and the doc-
tor was trying to find the localization of the tumor because he 
did a tattoo in the tumor, but he did not found the tattoo at the 
colonoscopy.

The patient is still in acupuncture treatment every day and con-
tinues to follow Chinese dietary counseling.

The doctor indicated doing the surgery through video laparosco-
py and she took out part of the large intestine. The result of the 
pathology exam confirms the diagnosis of colon cancer. 
      
The tomography and the study of the bones through the comput-
ed tomography showed that she also has a nodule in the Liver 
but no metastasis in the bone. 
      
This patient was suffering from emotional problems because she 
has two sons and her youngest son was in a separation phase for 
two years, just before the pandemic. The effects of these emo-
tional problems on the development of this cancer I will discuss 
in the discussion section. 

The dates of COVID-19 vaccine was: first dose- March 29th, 
2021(CoronaVac), second dose- January 4th, 2022 (Pfizer).

Case report two
The second case report was a 42-year-old female patient, who 
works with law and administration in the Forum of the city Fran-
ca. She was the first daughter of her parents and was born by 
cesarean section. She was married since 2008 (14 years ago), 
with no kids. 

On July 2022, she felt a lump in her right breast when she was 
taking bath and felt a little soreness. 

In the beginning, it was about 2 centimeters and she was not 
worried because she thought it was an inflamed mamma because 
on April 2022, she had all gynecology exams up to date such as 
an ultrasound, and mammography, and everything was normal 
at that time. 

She went to a gynecologist that asked for an ultrasound of the 
mammary glands. The doctor told her that he did not like the 
image of the mammary gland and asked for a biopsy. At that 
moment, she started to worry and she was submitted to a biopsy 
and the result came out in one week. The result was triple nega-
tive breast cancer, which means that in her case, the origin of the 
cancer was not hormonal and they tested for several hormonal 
factors and in her case, all her factors were triple negative. The 
doctors did not say what was the cause that induced breast can-
cer formation. She had a past history of thyroid cancer in 2014, 
8 years before this breast cancer and at that time, she needed to 
do surgery, to remove the gland and began to replace the thyroid 
hormones.

Her breast cancer was in the right breast and since her marriage, 
she was able to be pregnant with three babies but in all these 
three times, she had three miscarriages, that lasted a maximum 
of six weeks. 

Her husband has a genetic change that increased the chance to 
have chromosomal inversion. They did the karyotype and she 
cannot remember which chromosome has an inversion. For this 
reason, the doctor said that she could not become pregnant. 

She likes to eat cheese but does not like to drink cow’s milk. She 
likes to eat raw salad and fruits such as citrus fruits. She likes 
to eat more salt, bitter and sour taste food instead of sweet food. 
She took the first COVID-19 vaccine on July 9th, 2021 (Jans-
sen).

On December 2nd, 2021, she took the second dose of the 
COVID-19 vaccine (Pfizer).

And on June 27th,2022, she took the third dose of the COVID-19 
vaccine (Pfizer), 7 days before discovering the lump in the right 
breast. 

The medications that she is using are hormone replacement of 
thyroid and vitamin D because she did not take enough sun. Af-
ter receiving the breast cancer diagnosis, she used Clonazepam, 
5 drops per day and used for 2 weeks and stopped.  

One week before her first chemotherapy on September 2022, she 
went to my clinic, to perform the measurement of the energy of 
her five internal massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs, 
and Kidney) and to do some acupuncture sessions.

Results of case report two
All her internal massive organs’ energy was at the lowest level, 
rated one out of eight. The treatment of this condition includes 
Chinese dietary counseling orientating her to avoid the same 
foods that the case report one received and also, she performed 
auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodletting and systemic 
acupuncture. It was also prescribed homeopathy medications 
according to the theory of Constitutional Homeopathy of the 
Five Elements based on Traditional Chinese Medicine and crys-
tal-based medications and I will explain these medications in the 
discussion section. 

In her case, after the first acupuncture session, the patient re-
turned to do the second acupuncture session and the breast tumor 
reduced very much (from ten to seven centimeters) and after the 
second acupuncture session, the tumor reduced to only one-third 
of the initial size. 

The oncologist had prescribed the first chemotherapy session 
after her third acupuncture session and after this first chemother-
apy, she did not return to the fourth acupuncture session because 
she was feeling very weak and could not walk.

But after this, she went to my clinic and told me about her weak 
state after chemotherapy and I performed moxibustion to in-
crease her vital energy. 
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Nowadays, she still doing chemotherapy but her breast tumor 
has 1 centimeter in the last ultrasound (December 2022).

Case report three 
She is a 76 years-old female patient with a history of having skin 
cancer diagnosed on May 2022, after receiving the fourth dose 
of the COVID-19 vaccine (Janssen). She said that she had a le-
sion on the right part of the right nostril as if it was a dark lesion, 
just like the lesion she had on both arms. After taking the first 
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine (CoronaVac-March 23rd,2021), 
the patient began scaling from the site of this injury. The second 
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine was on April 20th,2021(Coro-
naVac) and the third dose was on October 20th,2021(Pfizer), the 
fourth dose was on April 5th,2022 (Janssen) culminating in a bi-
opsy in April 2022 that provided the presence of a malignant 
skin cancer. In the surgical act, a skin graft was performed to 
cover the area that was removed of skin to remove the lesion. 

She was my patient in 2021 when she had low back pain and 
was using anti-inflammatory medications prescribed by an or-
thopedic doctor with no improvement of her condition only us-
ing these medications. She went to my clinic and I measured 
her internal massive organs energy at that time (2021). On April 
2022, she returned to France and stayed there for months and 
returned on August 2022, due to winter in Europe. Her husband 
was from France and they returned to Brazil to stay here due to 
the good climate and many suns.

Results of case report three 
All her internal massive organ energy (Liver, Heart, Spleen, 
Lungs, and Kidney) were at the lowest level of energy, rated 
one out of eight and she started treatment using Chinese dietary 
counseling, auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodletting 
and systemic acupuncture. At that time, she began to replenish 
her internal massive organs energy using homeopathy medica-
tions according to the theory of Constitutional Homeopathy of 
the Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine and 
crystal-based medications but she uses the medication only for 
one month and stopped the use (normally the patient needs to 
use the homeopathy medications for the whole life because 
the cause of these energy deficiencies is the influences of the 
electromagnetic radiation of the 4G and 5G technology of the 
modernization of telecommunication). She was also orientated 
to avoid the ingestion of the same foods reported in previous 
cases, in order not to imbalance the energy of the five internal 
massive organs and cause worsening of their condition. She was 
also submitted to the treatment with auricular acupuncture with 
apex ear bloodletting to take out the internal Heat, which it is 
one of the causes of cancer formation according to traditional 
Chinese medicine. 

She was orientated now to intake the highly diluted medications 
for her whole life to increase her internal organs’ energy and 
reduce the chance to have another malignant tumor in the body.

Case report four 
I.C.M.O., 55 years old, in December 2021 was submitted to me-
ningioma surgery (she had strong pain in the left head, and dis-
covered that there was a benign tumor behind her left eye). The 

symptoms that she was presenting at that time were headache 
(February 2021), strabismus of the left eye, and blurry vision. 
She went to an ophthalmologist that asked for a magnetic reso-
nance and the diagnosis of Meningioma was done.

When she went to surgery, her hemoglobin was 11 mg/dl but 
after the surgery, she did not receive a transfusion because of 
religious reasons. She was a Jehovah's Witness. After the sur-
gery (in the mid of March 2022), the doctors allowed her to eat 
and she started to eat, and she could not hold the food in her 
stomach. She was submitted to an endoscopy that revealed that 
she had a malignant gastric tumor and a little reflux. At this time, 
her daughter that was my patient told me about her mother and I 
asked her to go to my clinic to measure the energy of the five in-
ternal massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs, and Kidney) 
through the radiesthesia procedure.

Results
All her internal five massive organs were in the lowest level of 
energy, rated one out of eight. She was orientated to avoid the 
ingestion of dairy products, raw foods, Coldwater, and sweets 
to tone the energy of the Spleen (fifth chakra), responsible for 
the absorption of nutrients and formation of Blood. The second 
group of foods that I orientate was to avoid the ingestion of soft 
drinks, mate tea, and coffee to avoid worsening the energy of the 
Kidney, responsible for the production of Yin and Yang energy. 
And the third and last group of foods that I orientate to avoid 
was the ingestion of fried foods, eggs, honey, coconut, alcoholic 
beverages, and melted cheese to avoid the formation of more 
internal Fire, one of the energy imbalances responsible for the 
formation of cancer, according to traditional Chinese medicine. 
She was also orientated to use highly diluted medications to tone 
the energy of all these five internal massive organs using Phos-
phorus to tone the Liver, Sulphur to tone the Heart, Calcarea 
Carbonica to tone the Spleen, Silicea to tone the Lungs, Natrum 
muriaticum to tone the Kidney. All these medications were ac-
cording to the theory created by me (2020) titled Constitutional 
Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese 
Medicine. It was also prescribed to her the use some quantic 
medications called Anemona, a corrector anergic to increase 
Blood production, and also, the use of homeopathy medication 
called Carcinosinum 200CH, to treat this phase of cancer devel-
opment considered the last phase of disease formation.  She was 
also submitted to auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodlet-
ting twice a week to tone the energy of the five elements and 
take out the internal Fire. She returned to Clinic’s Hospital in 
Ribeirão Preto to do more exams and what they revealed was 
that her anemia was worsening to 3,9 mg/dl. According to her 
daughter, all the things were happening very fast. She was ad-
mitted to the hospital due to this severe anemia and the doctors 
told the daughter that the only thing to do was transfusion but 
the patient still refused the process. After, they claimed another 
group of doctors to evaluate the patient and they suggest to do 
an embolization of the artery that was bleeding in her stomach, 
and she became better, the bleeding process stopped with this 
procedure.  The doctors that were treating her became very im-
pressed with her improvement because they thought she would 
die. Her heart rate was 68 beats per minute and suddenly went to 
120 beats per minute. Her saturation was normal and everything 
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was normal.  She started to receive a pasty diet and vitamin B12 
every day. Her hemoglobin went to 5,9.  The plan of the doctors 
for her was to do chemotherapy with radiotherapy, or only che-
motherapy before doing surgery, and after surgery, doing only 
chemotherapy. But they said that if they do the surgery in her ac-
tual condition, the patient would die and for this reason, they de-
cided not to do the surgery at the first moment. They prescribed 
her Noripurum and Eritropoetin and the family also gave the 
Chinese herbal therapy to increase Blood production called Ba 
Jen Tang (I orientate them to send this medication to a homeop-
athy pharmacy to transform into homeopathy medication to not 
worse, even more, the energy of this patient which was already 
very low) and also, associated the quantum medication called 
Anemona to increase the energy of the Spleen, to increase Blood 
production. After some weeks, they performed the total gastrec-
tomy and the patient is receiving chemotherapy due to possibly 
having some malignant cells in the organ that was together with 
the stomach that they could not take entirely. Nowadays, she is 
having quite a normal blood count in the laboratory exams but 
is still in treatment using all the medications to replenish the en-
ergy of these organs to increase the immune system and do not 
have complications when using chemotherapy and have more 
power to combat the malignant cells and prevent the formation 
of another cancer or formation of metastasis. 

The dates of her vaccination for the prevention of COVID-19 
were: the first dose on August 14th, 2021 (CoronaVac); the sec-
ond dose was on September 11th, 2021 (CoronaVac); the third 
dose was on February 4th, 2022 (Pfizer); the fourth dose was on 
June 29th, 2022 (CoronaVac). 

Case report five 
It is a 75-year-old male patient with a history of weight loss since 
July 2022, about 7 kilos or more and it was presenting jaundice. 
These symptoms began 5 months after receiving the fourth dose 
of the COVID-19 vaccine (April 2nd, 2022- Astra-Zeneca). The 
suspicion was that the problem could be in the Liver because 
he was using medications to treat Alzheimer’s disease. He was 
hospitalized for one week and they did a stomach biopsy that 
revealed that it was a malignant gastric tumor with liver metasta-
sis. He is of Italian downward and has a history of gastric cancer 
in his family. He has seven children and worked in the country-
side when their children were young but after, they moved to the 
city and he began to work as a security guard in a shoe fabric 
during the night for eight years. He went to my clinic because his 
daughter was my patient and told me about her father’s health 
situation. I asked her to bring him to measure the energy of the 
five internal massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs, and 
Kidney) using the radiesthesia procedure.

Results
What I found was all his internal five massive organs (Liver, 
Heart, Spleen, Lungs, and Kidney) were in the lowest level of 
energy, rated one out of eight.  I began to treat his condition us-
ing auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodletting and system-
ic acupuncture. It was also orientated to him to follow Chinese 
dietary counseling avoiding some specific foods such as dairy 
products, raw food, Coldwater, and sweets, and the other foods 
orientated in case report four to not have energy alterations in 

the five internal massive organs caused by wrong eating habits. 
It was prescribed to use highly diluted medications to replenish 
the energy of the five internal massive organs using homeop-
athy according to the theory written by myself (2020) whose 
title is Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based 
on Traditional Chinese Medicine and crystal-based medications. 
The patient began to do chemotherapy on October 27th, 2022 and 
what I know from the last message from his daughter is that he 
was very weak at the end of the year (in December 2022), prob-
ably due to chemotherapy sessions and I orientate her to give 
the homeopathy medications more frequently at 200 CH, each 
week, instead of giving each month, to increase the vital energy, 
that was already very low, before the chemotherapy sessions. 

The first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine was done on March 
22nd, 2021(CoronaVac). The second dose of the COVID-19 vac-
cine was on April 19th, 2021 (CoronaVac). The third dose of the 
COVID-19 vaccine was on October 27th, 2021 (Pfizer). And the 
fourth dose of the COVID-19 vaccine was on April 2nd, 2022 
(Astra Zeneca). 

Discussion
This article will be written following Hippocrates’ (460 BCE - 
375 BCE) oath, which said that “it is important to consider other 
ancient medical traditions prior to the knowledge we have now-
adays”. In another quote of his, he said that “foolish the doctor 
who despises the knowledge acquired by the ancients”. For this 
reason, I will combine the reasoning used by traditional Chi-
nese medicine, one of the oldest medicines to explain the sub-
ject of the development of cancer after the COVID-19 vaccine 
and demonstrate which are the factors involved in this condition 
from the energy point of view [4].

In the webinar Scientific Wisdom Webinar on Natural & Alter-
native Medicine Therapies, which was held on September 17, 
2022, I presented a study entitled What Is the Difference When We 
Treat Only The “Tip of The Iceberg and Not Treat the Remaining 
Part “Under the Ocean”? In this study, I showed that all clinical 
manifestations presented by the patient with COVID-19 are only 
reflections of energy imbalances presented by the patient prior to 
this infection and could worsen the evolution depending on the 
type of medications used to treat this infection [5].
 
In the research, I performed in Brazil analyzing 1000 patients’ 
internal massive organs energy I concluded that 90% of all my 
patients studied from 2015 to April 2020 were in the lowest level 
of energy, independent of the type of diagnosis or the age group. 
This means that quite all patients that I am attending in Brazil 
are not considered immune competent but they are very immune 
compromised due to this reduced energy in all these internal five 
massive organs, that are responsible for the production of inter-
nal energy to allow us to survive with health. The reduction of 
these energies (Yin, Yang, Qi, and Blood) will lead to the forma-
tion of many kinds of diseases at the “tip of the iceberg” or in 
the “leaves” of the tree, as two metaphors I usually do in all my 
articles to explain the main differential diagnosis and treatment 
made by Western medicine and by traditional Chinese medicine 
that exist for more than 5000 years, considered the oldest med-
icine until today. You can see the metaphor of the iceberg (Fig-
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ure 1) and the metaphor of the tree (Figure 2) to compare the 
different viewpoints between Western and Traditional Chinese 
Medicine [6, 7].

Figure 1: Tip of the iceberg

Figure 2: The metaphor of the tree compares the different lev-
els of diagnosis and treatment between Western and traditional 
Chinese medicine, showing the “leaf level” and the “root level”.  

In Figures 1 and 2, you can see that the “tip of the iceberg” and 
the “leaves of the tree” are the only symptoms presented by the 
patient. In this case, all kinds of disease diagnoses and treat-
ments in Western medicine, including cancer are treated at the 
“tip of the iceberg” and on the “leaves” of the tree [8].

But traditional Chinese medicine understands that the cause of 
all clinical manifestations of the patient is not on the “leaf” lev-
el or at the “tip of the iceberg” but on the “root” of the tree or 
under the water line of the iceberg, shown in Figure 1 and 2. It 
can also be caused by the influences of the external pathogenic 
factor such as the entrance of Cold, Wind, Heat, Humidity, and 
Dryness that can enter a weak body and induce the formation of 
many infectious and non-infectious diseases at the “leaf” level. 
The factors that can trigger the energy imbalances in the “root” 
of the tree or in the part of the iceberg “under the water line”, are 
emotional factors and wrong eating habits [6].

But what I found in the research studying and analyzing 1000 
patients’ energy of the five internal massive organs was that 
there are external factors that contribute to reducing the energy 
of these organs, that are the influences of electromagnetic radia-
tion from chronic exposition to 4G and 5G, reducing the energy 
of all these organs, weakening the energy in the “root of this 
tree” [7, 9].
 
All this reasoning began in 2006 when I treated one specific pa-
tient that was complaining of leg pain for 6 months with no im-
provement only using anti-inflammatory medications. When he 
went to my clinic, I treated his energy imbalances presented in 
the “root” of the tree (Kidney Yang deficiency) and all his symp-
toms improved at the same time, including glaucoma, which I 
was not aware that he had. And for the first time in his life, he 
could reduce his intra-ocular pressure, which was always above 
40 mmHg, to 17 mmHg [10].
 
After this case, I started to participate in many conferences 
worldwide to show the importance of treating the “root” of 
all kinds of diseases (that are normally invisible by the naked 
eye) and not just treating the symptoms, at the “leaf” of the tree 
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Figure 4: Many kinds of energy imbalances between Yin and Yang energy. 
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Table 1: One element corresponds to one internal massive organ, which is responsible for one external sensorial organ.

Wood Fire Earth Metal Water
Orientation East South Middle West North
Season Spring Summer Late Summer Autumn Winter
Climate Wind Summer Heat Dampness Dryness Cold
Cultivation Germinate Grow Transform Reap Store
Yin organ Liver Heart Spleen Lung Kidney
Yang Organ Gall Bladder Small Intestine Stomach Large Intestine Bladder
Orifice Eye Tongue Mouth Nose Ear
Tissues Tendons Vessels Muscles Skin & Hair Bones
Emotions Anger Joy Pensiveness Grief Fear
Colors Blue/Green Red Yellow White Black
Taste Sour Bitter Sweet Pungent Salty
Voice Shout Laugh Sing Cry Groan
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In the case of each internal massive organ, they are responsible 
for the production of one specific energy to keep the health of 
the patient, and when there is a disruption in this balanced state, 
there is the formation of diseases, manifested at the “leaf” level 
of the tree or in the ‘tip of the iceberg”, shown in Figure 1 and 
2 [8].

The measurement of these energies inside each organ is made 
in my clinical practice using a crystal pendulum in a procedure 
called radiesthesia. I measured the energy of the seven chakras’ 

energy centers studied by Ayurvedic medicine and each chakra 
corresponds to one internal massive organ according to tradi-
tional Chinese medicine. So, the correlation of each chakra ener-
gy center with the five internal massive organs was published by 
Chase (2018) in the article entitled The Geometry of Emotions: 
Using Chakra Acupuncture and 5-Phase Theory to Describe 
Personality Archetypes for Clinical Use. You can see the cor-
relation of the chakras’ energy centers with the five internal mas-
sive organs and their internal energy that they are responsible for 
production in Figure 6 [8, 15].

 
Figure 6: Correlation between the chakras‟ energy centers studied by Ayurvedic medicine with 

the five internal massive organs according to traditional Chinese medicine and their energy 

production. 
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Figure 6: Correlation between the chakras’ energy centers studied by Ayurvedic medicine with the five internal massive organs 
according to traditional Chinese medicine and their energy production.

I need to explain briefly the concepts in traditional Chinese med-
icine to you to understand the reasoning used in this article to 
correlate the influences of the COVID-19 vaccine in initiating or 
worsening the evolution of patients with cancer because all these 
alterations are in the energy level, invisible by the naked eye. For 
this reason, Western medicine cannot correlate the influences of 
this kind of vaccine because it is not studying the energy alter-
ations that the patients are presenting nowadays with the energy 
alterations that these patients are presenting when submitted to 
COVID-19 vaccines injections [2, 3].  

But in research that I did in my clinic in Brazil from 2015 to 
2020, I studied 1000 patients’ chakras’ energy centers, measur-
ing the energy of the five internal massive organs and what I 
concluded in this study was that 90% of all my patients were in 
the lowest level of energy, rated one out of eight. You can see 
these results in Table 2 and 3 [7].

Table 2: Results of research that I did in my clinic in Brazil showed that 90% of all my patients were in the lowest level of 
energy, independently of age group or type of diagnosis.

Ages Chakras 2-19 20-59 60-79
7 8 8 8
6 1 1 1
5 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
3 1 1 1
2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
Total of Patients 26 170 86
Main Western diagnoses Anxiety Anxiety Anxiety

Depression Headache Knee pain
Main Oriental Diagnoses Yin/Yang Yin Yin

Yin/Blood Yin/Yang Yin/Internal Heat
Yin/Yang/Internal Heat

The remaining 10% of the group had some energy inside some organs, as you can see in Table 3 [9].
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Table 3: Results of the research show that the remaining 10% of the patients have some energy inside one or a combination 
of internal organs energy of the five internal massive organs.

Chakras Combinations Number of patients Percentage in group Overall percentage
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 3 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 4 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
1 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
2 / 4 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
2 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
2 / 7 2 4,17 % 0,49 %
3 / 4 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
3 / 4 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
3 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
3 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
4 / 6 / 7 2 4,17 % 0,49 %
4 / 7 3 6,25 % 0,73 %
5 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
5 / 6 / 7 2 4,17 % 0,49 %
6 2 4,17 % 0,49 %
6 / 7 12 25,00 % 2,93 %
ST 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 2 4,17 % 0,49 %
ST/ 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST / 1 / 2 / 4 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST / 1 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST/ 1 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST/ 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST/ 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST / 4 / 5 / 6 / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
ST / 7 1 2,08 % 0,24 %
Total 48 100 % 11,39 %

Number 1- Liver; Number 2-Kidney; Number 3- Heart; Number 
4- Lungs; Number 5- Spleen; Number 6- Memory and concen-
tration; Number 7- Spirituality. 

These results were important to us to understand that the popu-
lation that I am attending in my country Brazil, is very immune 
compromised even before the pandemic, as I am showing in the 
article Are We Vaccinating Immunocompetent or Immunocom-
promised People for COVID-19? [9].

These results could be a sample of what could have been hap-
pening around the whole globe because all these alterations were 
caused by the influences of electromagnetic radiation due to the 
modernization of telecommunication after the implementation 
of 4G, and 5G technology, altering the energy status of our popu-
lation including babies, children, adolescents, young adults, and 
older patients [7].

All this introduction was necessary for you to understand that 
the whole process concerning the prevention of COVID-19 was 
not only the production of the vaccine itself but we need to know 
which type of population that we need to attend nowadays, that 
are very immune compromised due to these energy alterations, 
as I am saying in the article also written by me (2021) whose 
title is the Population in the World the Same as in the Past? [16].

According to WHO (2022), half of the population in this world 
received at least one dose of the COVID -19 vaccine and after 
this vaccination, the incidence of COVID-19 reduced and also, 
the number of deaths, according to the study written by Li et al. 
(2021) whose title is The Effect of the COVID-19 Vaccine on 
Daily Cases and Deaths Based on Global Vaccine Data [3].

But the aim of this article was not to say pros or against the 
COVID-19 vaccine but to show that this type of vaccine, when 
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given in an immune-compromised population, will cause a ma-
jor drop in the vital energy of the population, which was already 
very low and cause more immune deficiency instead of improv-
ing the energy, due to the actual vaccine used by Western medi-
cine, since the beginning of the vaccination in December 2021, 
was all considered highly concentrated vaccines [3, 17].

In the case of these five cases reported in this article, the first 
was a 71-year-old female patient that developed colon cancer 74 
days after receiving the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine 
on January 4th, 2022 (Pfizer). The first COVID-19 vaccine was 
done on March 29th, 2021 (CoronaVac) [3, 17].

This patient began to feel symptoms on March 16th, 2022, 74 
days after receiving the second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. 
She was submitted to the first colonoscopy on March 23rd, 2022, 
but only did the diagnosis with colon cancer on April 1st, 2022 
[3, 17].

After this diagnosis on April 2022, she went to the oncologist 
and he confirmed that her diagnosis was cancer that was approx-
imately three months old and not aggressive. If you add the days 
until the date of that medical appointment, the doctor said that 
the cancer has approximately 3 months old, quite the same date 
after the patient received the second dose of the COVID-19 vac-
cine until that date. 

This patient received 8 chemotherapy sessions and did not have 
any major side effects. The only side effect she presented was 
constipation that was caused by Blood deficient, the diagnosis 
according to traditional Chinese medicine, and all physiopathol-

ogy of the formation of constipation was described in the article 
also written by myself (2021) titled Energies Alterations and 
Chakras Energies Deficiencies in Patients with Chronic Con-
stipation. This constipation probably was caused by the use of 
chemotherapy which is considered a highly concentrated med-
ication and caused a drop in energy, inducing the formation of 
internal Fire [18].

As all patients with a cancer diagnosis have energy deficiency 
and formation of internal Fire, this patient reported in case one 
also has energy deficiency inside the five internal massive or-
gans prior to the pandemic, as I showed in the research that I did 
in my clinic, that 90% of all my patients were in the lowest level 
of energy, rated one out of eight, in all internal massive organs 
[2, 19].

She also has emotional factors influencing the formation of can-
cer in the colon. In her case, due to the process of separation of 
her youngest son, which began before the COVID-19 pandemic 
in 2020, it was lasting for more than 2 years of sadness. This 
emotional state can imbalance the energy of the Lung and the 
Lung has a hollow organ the Large intestine, as I showed in the 
article written by myself (2022) whose title is Why Anti-Inflam-
matory Medications Are Not Recommended to Treat Headaches 
as a Manifestation of COVID-19? and in another article also 
written by myself (2019) whose title is Shoulder and Elbow Ten-
dinitis as Initial Manifestation of Autoimmune Hepatitis [20].

The emotions that can imbalance the internal massive organs are 
shown in Figure 8.
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In this specific patient, she used chemotherapy and also asso-
ciated tools in traditional Chinese medicine to treat the energy 
imbalances presented in the “root”, which was the cause of all 
formation of all diseases, according to traditional Chinese med-
icine’s reasoning. So, when I associated treatment using tools 
to rebalance the internal energy (using Chinese dietary coun-
seling, auricular acupuncture (showed in Figure 10) with apex 
ear bloodletting (showed in Figure 11) and using homeopathy 
medications to restore the energy of the five internal massive or-

gans (showed in Table 4), all her immune system began to work 
again. Even using chemotherapy (which is considered a highly 
concentrated medication and could induce severe side effects), 
she did not have many side effects due to the treatment prevent-
ed the reduction of this vital energy, which was important to 
combat the malignant cells, as I showed in the article written by 
myself (2022) whose title is Energy Alterations in Patient with 
Malignant Thyroid Tumor and How Can We Treat It without Do-
ing Surgery, Chemotherapy or Radiotherapy [10, 24].
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Table 4: Homeopathy and crystal-based medications are used to replenish the energy of the five internal massive organs

Chakras Five Elements Homeopathy Medications Crystal-Based Medications
1º Chakra Wood/Liver Phosphorus Garnet
2º Chakra Water/Kidney Natrum Muriaticum Orange calcite
3º Chakra Fire/Heart Sulphur Rhodochrosite
4º Chakra Metal/Lung Silicea Emerald
5º Chakra Earth/Spleen Calcarea Carbonica Blue Quartz
6º Chakra Water/kidney Tone 2º chakra Sodalite
7º Chakra Wood/Liver Tone 1º chakra Tiger eye

Table 4 Homeopathy and crystal-based medications are used to 
replenish the energy of the five internal massive organs accord-
ing to the theory of Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Ele-
ments Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine.

In this case, when unbalancing the Lungs’ energy with chron-
ic sadness, the hollow organ that is coupled to the Lung is the 
Large intestine [25].

In this case, the COVID-19 vaccine was not the only factor in-
ducing the formation of cancer because this patient had an emo-
tional problem that contributed to this evolution of cancer for-
mation. This kind of vaccine, as I showed is considered a highly 
concentrated vaccine, can reduce vital energy, and can trigger 
the evolution to cancer formation, in a patient very predisposed 
previously to this evolution [7, 10].
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In relation to the second patient, she felt the tumor in the right 
breast 7 days after the third dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. She 
is a 40-year-old and had three miscarriages since her wedding 
fourteen years ago [3, 17].

She also has in common, energy deficiency inside the five in-
ternal massive organs, that are responsible for the production 
of internal energy. For you to understand, the Kidney (second 
chakra) is responsible for the production of Yin and Yang ener-
gy. The Spleen (fifth chakra) is responsible for the absorption of 
nutrients and the production of Blood. The Heart (third chakra) 
is responsible for controlling the normal flowing of Blood inside 
the Blood vessels. The Liver (first chakra) and Lungs (fourth 
chakra) are responsible for the distribution of all energy inside 
the body or Qi as I am showing in Figure 6 and also showed in 
the article written by myself (2021) whose title is Why Patients 
With Spider Veins in The Leg Have Recurrence of Their Condi-
tions By Using Sclerotherapy or Other Kinds of Treatment Rec-
ommended Nowadays? [12]

This patient also has emotional problems related to her father 
as I wrote in the article (2021) titled Chakras’ and energies de-
ficiencies in the geneses of breast cancer, patient with breast 
cancer has in the background, a history of emotional problems 
with her father because he is a professor of Lower in Franca 
and asked her to study law. As she does not want to do anything 
against her father, she studies law but in the deepest of her heart, 
she does not like to study law.  In her case, her breast cancer 
occurred in the right (related to emotional problems with her 
father) and when the breast cancer is on the left side, it is related 
to emotional problems with her husband in the same position of 
the heart [26].

In the case of breast cancer, it is very common to see more cas-
es in Western countries if we compared it with the incidence 
in Eastern countries.  One of the differences is the consump-
tion of dairy products because according to traditional Chinese 
medicine, the formation of all kinds of tumors is related to the 
formation of Phlegm caused by Spleen and pancreas energy defi-
ciency, caused by excessive consumption of dairy products, raw 
foods, Coldwater and sweets. And this patient reported in the 
case of report two likes to eat cheese very much, having more 
tendency to have an accumulation of Phlegm, one of the energy 
alterations favoring the formation of breast cancer [26].

For this reason, one of the causes of the formation of cancer after 
the COVID-19 vaccine could be also the association of wrong 
eating habits. For this reason, it was orientated to all patients 
reported in this article, the changes in the dietary aspects, be-

cause the wrong eating habits are the first factor that is leading 
to energy imbalances in the "root". The orientation to avoid the 
ingestion of dairy products, raw food, Coldwater, and sweets, 
has the intention to avoid Spleen and pancreas energy deficien-
cy, which is responsible for the absorption of nutrients and the 
production of Blood. The imbalance of this energy can create the 
accumulation of Phlegm and have more tendency to have breast 
cancer [8].

The orientation to avoid the ingestion of coffee, soda, and matte 
tea has the intention to not cause an imbalance of Kidney ener-
gy meridian (second chakra), responsible for the production of 
Yin and Yang energy. The Kidney’s energy is also important in 
keeping the health of bones, and teeth, reproduction, sexuality, 
memory, and concentration [8 -27].

The orientations to avoid the ingestion of fried food, eggs, honey, 
coconut, melted cheese, and alcoholic beverages have the inten-
tion to avoid the energy imbalances in the Liver and Gallbladder 
and cause the formation of more internal Fire. This formation of 
internal Fire is one of the energy imbalances responsible for the 
production of cancer according to traditional Chinese medicine, 
in an energy point of view [10].

As said by Hippocrates (c. 460 BC - c. 370 BC), the father of 
medicine, in one of his quotes “make your food your medicine 
and your medicine, your food” [4].

In case report two, the patient did an extensive evaluation on 
April 2022 in her routine gynecological exam, making a pap 
smear exam, and mammography, and all her exams were normal 
at that time. 

She felt a lump in her right breast 7 days after receiving the third 
dose of the COVID-19 vaccine.
    
In this case, I think that cancer development is not going into the 
normal phases, which I showed in Table 4. Normally, when the 
patient has cancer, the patient is at phase 5 from development 
from health to disease formation. And to have cancer formation 
from phase 1 to 5, it necessitates 10 years or more of energy im-
balances to evolve into cancer in phase 5. I wrote about this issue 
in the article written by myself (2021) whose title is Chakras’ 
Energy Deficiencies as the Cause of Fatigue Post SARS-CoV-2 
Infection Patients Treatment where I am showing one case of a 
patient inserted in 2002, a dental implant made of titanium that 
evolves in 2014 to a prostate cancer twelve years after the titani-
um implant. [28, 29] 

Table 4: Formation from Health to Disease

                                          Progression from Health to Disease
Organ Exams Energy Reserve Symptoms

Phase 1 Slowing down of organ functions Normal Energy Reserves-normal Without clinical symp-
toms

Phase 2 Slowing down of organ functions Normal Consumption of internal 
Energy Reserves

With symptoms in 
another organ
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Phase 3 Slowing down of organ functions Normal Consumption of external 
Energy Reserves

With symptoms in the 
same organ

Phase 4 Reversible cellular lesion Little alternation Consumption of blood 
Reserves

Curable disease

Phase 5 Irreversible cellular lesion Excessive alteration Metabolic exhaustion Incurable disease

This rapid evolution to cancer shown in case report 2 after re-
ceiving the third dose of the COVID-19 vaccine seems to have 
the same evolution as patients with HIV have when they have 
syphilis. In patients with HIV, when they acquire syphilis, there 
is a possibility to have tertiary syphilis in the acute phase of this 
infection, as we are working with immune-compromised pa-
tients and not immune-competent ones [30].

So, in her case, as we are vaccinating immune-compromised pa-
tients and this specific patient has another history of thyroid can-
cer eight years before the breast cancer, this patient was very im-
mune-compromised for years, probably for more than 18 years 
(eight years due to the gap between thyroid cancer and formation 
of breast cancer and 10 years to have energy deficiency to evolve 
to thyroid cancer) [9, 24].
 
In this situation, COVID-19 vaccine vaccine was not the prima-
ry cause for the formation of cancer but it is considered a high-
ly concentrated vaccine, with the potential to reduce the vital 
energy, that is already low in quite the majority of our popula-
tion nowadays, inducing or trigger the deficiency of the energy, 
causing a state of weakness in energy level, responsible for the 
increased chance to have any type of cancer, because the mecha-
nism of protection against the formation of cancer was disrupted 
allowing the malignant cells to multiplicate if our energy is not 
enough to combat these cells [2, 24].
 
Every day, our body produces malignant cells and when our 
immune system is working properly, these malignant cells can 
be eliminated by our immune system every day. But when our 
immune system is not working, like in this case, when our ener-
gy is not adequate, these malignant cells can increase and cause 
malignant tumor formation in the “leaf” level of the tree. In this 
case, I cannot say that the use of the COVID-19 vaccine was 
the only condition to trigger the cancer formation in all these 
patients but it can cause a major reduction in our vital energy, 
which was proven very low prior to the COVID-19 pandemic 
and could worsen with the use of any kind of highly concentrat-
ed medication, in this case when using the highly concentrated 
vaccine for COVID-19 prevention [2].

In this case, there is a tendency to evolve more quickly to phase 
5, because all patients that are receiving the COVID-19 vaccine 
are considered very low in energy for many years prior to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, as I am demonstrating in the article writ-
ten by myself (2021) titled Energy Alterations and Chakras’ En-
ergy Deficiencies and Propensity to SARS-CoV-2 Infection, and 
if we use any kind of highly concentrated medication or highly 
concentrated vaccine, we will reduce even more this energy, that 
was already very low for years before this vaccination and can 
trigger the alterations favoring the cancer formation because we 
will cause more immune deficiency instead of improvement [7].

In the case of case report two, the patient did routine gynecology 
exams on April 2022, and she began to have breast cancer symp-
toms, 7 days after receiving the third dose of the COVID-19 
vaccine on July 2022. As she had a past history of thyroid cancer 
eight years before the breast cancer formation, in her treatment, 
Western medicine usually treats the symptoms (that is cancer 
itself) but the energy deficiency alterations that are in the back-
ground (and considered the cause of cancer formation accord-
ing to traditional Chinese medicine) usually is not treated, be-
cause these energy alterations are invisible by the naked eyes 
and Western medicine consider only ‘scientific” what they can 
proof at the laboratory or radiology level. For this reason, these 
alterations are not studied by doctors nowadays but according 
to traditional Chinese medicine, it is in this energy level that 
all alterations in the formation of the majority of diseases are, 
and if we do not treat these energy alterations and treat only the 
symptoms caused by these energy imbalances, we will not treat 
the cause of disease formation but only treating the symptoms. 
In her case, this patient evolved very quickly to the formation 
of a tumor in her right breast (about 10 cm) and initially, she 
was not afraid that could be anything bad because she went to 
a gynecology exam in April 2022, and the doctor said that all 
exams were normal. But Western medicine usually does the di-
agnosis through laboratory alterations but if we analyze the en-
ergy deficiency condition of this patient, we would start to treat 
this condition and probably could not evolve into cancer in July 
2022. All this information was presented at the Global Virtual 
Congress on Cancer Research & Drug Development that was 
held on March 07-08, 2022 [31].

In case report two, she also received two different kinds of vac-
cine (Janssen, Pfizer) and this was a strategy was used by coun-
tries facing difficulties in supplying enough vaccines in some 
countries. According to Rashedi et al. (2022) in an article titled 
COVID‐19 vaccines mix‐and‐match: The concept, the efficacy, 
and the doubts, this association has been associated with high-
er humoral or cellular responses without increasing the adverse 
reaction [32].

The treatment of this condition (energy deficiency and forma-
tion of internal Fire) can lead to a cure for patients with can-
cer, as I showed in the article written by myself (2020) entitled 
The Importance of Treating Energy Imbalances and Chakras 
Replenishment for Prevention and Treatment of Cancer, and in 
the second article also written by myself (2022) titled Energy 
Alterations in Patient with Malignant Thyroid Tumor and How 
Can We Treat It without Doing Surgery, Chemotherapy or Ra-
diotherapy [2, 24].

The treatment using energy as the basis for the treatment of can-
cer can reduce the tumor, as I showed in the case of the report 
one (the patient had colon cancer and after receiving the ener-
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gy-based treatment, the tumor that seems an orange disappeared 
in the colonoscopy). In the case of report two, the patient re-
duced her breast tumor to one-third only using acupuncture with 
the intention to balance the Yin, Yang, Qi, and Blood and tone the 
energy of the five internal massive organs using highly diluted 
medications according to the theory created by myself (2020) 
titled Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on 
Traditional Chinese Medicine [33].

For this reason, I wrote (2022) an article recently published ti-
tled Why is Highly Diluted Oral “Vaccine” For COVID-19 the 
Safest Option in this Pandemic? saying that this kind of vaccine 
is the safest option in this pandemic, due to the energy pattern 
that quite an entire population globally is suffering, character-
ized as very low energy, leading to the necessity to shift to an-
other type of highly diluted medication to be used nowadays, as 
I am saying in the article written by myself (2021) titled Why is 
Homeopathy the Medication of Choice in the Treatment of All 
Kinds of Diseases Nowadays? [3, 34]
 
The third patient reported in this article that evolve into skin 
cancer after the COVID-19 vaccine has in common, energy de-
ficiency inside the five internal massive organs. She had alter-
ations in the skin near the nose since the first COVID-19 vaccine 
(CoronaVac -March 23rd, 2021) that culminate in skin cancer af-
ter receiving the fourth dose of the COVID-19 vaccine (April 4th, 
2022). In her case, she also has this energy deficiency and she 
was also considered immune deficient prior to receiving the vac-
cination, because of the study that I did in my clinic, I demon-
strated that 90% of all my patients were in the lowest level of 
energy and if I did my study today, I would say that 100 % of all 
my patients were without any energy, including babies, children, 
adolescences, young adults and older patients, independent on 
the type of diagnosis [2, 7].

In this case report three, she also received a combination of vac-
cines (CoronaVac, Pfizer, and Janssen). 

The fourth patient reported in this article had meningioma diag-
nosed in December 2021 after two COVID-19 vaccines (the first 
was on August 14th, 2021 and the second dose was on September 
11th, 2021) but she had the first symptoms on February 2021, 
before the vaccination, so in this case, the formation of meningi-
oma was not caused by the vaccines. After the surgery on March 
2022, she was not able to ingest anything and she was diagnosed 
with gastric cancer through endoscopy (after the third dose of 
COVID-19 vaccine made on February 2022-Pfizer). The use of 

a highly concentrated vaccine induced a reduction of these en-
ergies and cause a propensity to evolve or complicate one can-
cer state. In this case, we cannot say that the patient evolved 
to gastric cancer after vaccination but she could probably some 
alterations prior to vaccination or not, we cannot know exactly 
what was happening in his case, but the use of any kind of highly 
concentrated vaccine in this new type of population ( character-
ized as very low in energy) will reduce even more this energy 
and will drop the vital energy, important to our immune system 
and will allow the formation of any kind of disease because all of 
them have in common, energy deficiency inside the five internal 
massive organs and can cause many types of diseases such as 
diabetes, myocardial infarction with or without arterial obstruc-
tion, hypertension, auto-immune disease, strokes, thrombosis, 
etc. or even any kind of cancer [2, 6-10, 12, 13, 18-27].

She also had anemia that could have weaken the immune system 
but the treatment she received replenishing the energy of the five 
internal massive organs allowed her to have a better outcome 
after doing surgery to remove the stomach and to have the ener-
gy to combat the formation of more malignant cells in her body 
[2, 33].
 
The fifth patient complained of symptoms of gastric cancer 5 
months after receiving the fourth dose of the COVID-19 vaccine 
on April 2nd, 2022. He also has energy deficiency inside the five 
internal massive organs and the use of the highly concentrated 
vaccine for the prevention of COVID-19, this kind of vaccine 
would reduce more vital energy and will cause more propensity 
of any kind of disease, in this case, he developed gastric cancer. 
In his case, I cannot say that he does not have this disease prior 
to the vaccination but what his daughter said was that all the 
things were happening very quickly. She said he was very strong 
before receiving the vaccines. He had a family history of gastric 
cancer. In his case, the use of highly concentrated medications 
such as chemotherapy can also cause a drop in this energy and 
can cause more complications or even death of this patient, as I 
am showing in the article written by myself (2022) titled Can the 
Use of Chemotherapy Induce More Formation of Metastases in 
Patients with Cancer? [35]
 
The five patients reported in this article have in common, energy 
deficiency inside the five internal massive organs, as I demon-
strated in the research shown in Table 2, where I am saying that 
90% of all my patients attended from 2015 to 2020 wherein the 
lowest level of energy, the same result found in all these five 
patients, and you can see the results in Figure 12 [2].
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According to traditional Chinese medicine, cancer came from 
energy deficiency and the formation of internal Fire all patients 
reported in this article have the same energy deficiency as the 
population that I am attending in Brazil, prior to this vaccination, 
and they reduced, even more, the vital energy, after receiving 
this type of vaccine, considered highly concentrated vaccine and 
worsening the energy necessary to prevent the formation of can-
cer or metastasis [2, 3, 17].

In the case of this fifth case report patient, he had in the past the 
history of working for 8 years, during the night as a guard at a 
shoe factory in the city of Franca. It is during the night that it 
is occurring the energy replenishment of all organs, mainly the 
Kidney organs, which are responsible for the production of Yin 
and Yang energy and all energies will decrease if Yin and Yang 
will reduce, as I am showing in Figure 13. When the patient does 
not sleep during the night, the internal energy will drop and will 
have more propensity to have diseases, mainly diseases caused 
by energy deficiency of the Kidney [25].

Figure 13: Yin, Yang, Qi, and Blood.

The interrelationship between Yin, Yang, Qi, and Blood is the 
cornerstone of all treatments in traditional Chinese medicine, 
and the treatment rebalancing and replenishing of the internal 
five massive organs’ energy is of paramount importance to treat 
the "root" of the formation of all diseases in the "root" level of 
the tree, even the doctor does not know that the patient has such 
symptom. This theory was presented at the Acupuncture Re-
search Conference that was held in Boston at Harvard Medical 
School [8, 10].

Yin and Yang are produced in the Kidney. Qi is produced in the 
Liver and Lungs. Blood is produced in the Spleen and the Blood 

flow inside the blood vessels is controlled by the Heart [12].

As I showed that all internal massive organs were in the low-
est level of energy, this means that the energy of Yin, Yang, Qi, 
and Blood is not produced adequately, causing more propensity 
to have thrombosis or myocardial infarction after receiving any 
kind of highly concentrated medication or highly concentrated 
vaccine [3, 22].

In the article recently written by myself (2022) entitled Can the 
Use of Chemotherapy Induce More Formation of Metastases in 
Patients with Cancer? I am showing that patients with cancer 
can increase the chance to have metastasis when using chemo-
therapy, because this type of medication is considered highly 
concentrated medication and according to Arndt-Schultz Law 
(Figure 8), created in 1888 by two German researchers, the use 
of any kind of highly concentrated medication can reduce the vi-
tal energy, and the use of highly diluted medication can improve 
the vital energy and reduce the side effects induced by highly 
concentrated medications [31, 36].

In the case of case report one, she did not have problems when 
using chemotherapy, because she was treating the energy-defi-
cient state of her internal five massive organs using Chinese di-
etary counseling, auricular acupuncture with apex ear bloodlet-
ting, and systemic acupuncture. She was also using homeopathy 
medications according to the theory of Constitutional Homeopa-
thy of the Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese Medicine 
and for this reason, she did not have any complications when 
using chemotherapy [33]. 

This result was very different when looking at the neighbor of 
case report one, who had the same problem with her colon can-
cer but was not using a complementary therapy, treating energy 
deficiencies in the five massive internal organs, and therefore 
complained of a lot of weakness and daily indisposition when 
she was using chemotherapy [35].

In this article, instead of highly diluted vaccines, I am discussing 
about the use of highly concentrated vaccines, which can reduce 
even more this vital energy and cause more propensity to evolve 
to phases four and five of the evolution from health to disease 
formation. You can see this evolution from health to disease for-
mation in Table 4 [2, 8]. 
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In this Table 4, cancer is considered phase 5. But to evolve to 
the last phase, there is the necessity to have many years of en-
ergy deficiency situation in phases one, two, and three (when 
the patient has symptoms but the laboratory and radiological ex-
ams are still normal). Western medicine is making the diagnosis 
of diseases only in phases 4 or 5 when there are alterations in 
the laboratory exams. We need to begin to treat the patients in 
phases one, two, and three when the patients have symptoms but 
the laboratory exams are still normal [2].

For this reason, I just published (2022) another article entitled 
Why is Highly Diluted Oral “Vaccine” For COVID-19 the Saf-
est Option in this Pandemic? I am saying that this type of high-
ly diluted oral “vaccine” is the safest choice to be used in this 
pandemic, due to the type of population that we are attending 
nowadays, considering that quite the entire patient is immune 
deficient and not immune competent [3, 17].

In another webinar that I participated in recently, I give one talk 
saying that the chronic use of psychotropic medications can in-
crease the chance to have cancer. In this presentation, I chose 
one patient that has a diagnosis of prostate cancer and had a past 
history of using psychotropic medications for the last 18 years 
for the treatment of anxiety and panic syndrome. The use of all 
these highly concentrated medications can reduce our vital en-
ergy and leads to an increase in the chance to have cancer in the 
future because the evolution from health to disease is divided 
into five phases. In the first three phases, there are energy defi-
ciency alterations but the laboratory exams are normal. Cancer 
is formed in phase five but according to Western medicine, they 
understand that patients with cancer (phase five) cannot return 
to phase four or three.  But in an article also written by myself 
(2020) titled The Importance of Treating Energy Imbalances and 
Chakras Replenishment for Prevention and Treatment of Can-
cer, I am showing three cases reports, all with a diagnosis of 
cancer but all of them evolve to phase five to four and the second 
to phase five to three only rebalancing and replenishing the inter-
nal five massive organs energy using highly diluted medications 
according to the theory Constitutional Homeopathy of the Five 
Elements based on Traditional Chinese Medicine. The last pa-
tient went from phase five to phase three [2, 20].

The worry, in this case, is how can we prevent the formation of 
cancer in all the populations that received the COVID-19 vac-
cine. The answer to this question is that, if we increase our vital 
energy, which is very low prior to the vaccination, we can pre-
vent the formation of any kind of disease in the “leaf” level of 
the tree, in this case, prevent the formation of any kind of chron-
ic disease, in this case, cancer, increasing our vital energy, as I 
am showing in the article entitled The Importance of Treating 
Energy Imbalances and Chakras Replenishment for Prevention 
and Treatment of Cancer [2].

Another problem involved in the COVID-19 vaccine in the de-
velopment of cancer is that according to the article written by 

Derek (2021) titled Coronavirus Vaccines and Cancer, there is 
a real problem with DNA repair enzymes that raise the risk to 
develop a variety of cancer [36].

In this article, he is saying that defective in these pathways have 
been associated with breast cancer and other solid tumors such 
as ovarian cancer. Also, can be associated with some types of 
skin cancer, including colorectal cancer. The various changes in 
connections can cause a protective effect against cancer or an ef-
fect that increases the risk of having cancer and this is still being 
studied and is hard to work into a coherent mode [37].

In all cases reported in this article, all patients received a combi-
nation of the COVID-19 vaccine. According to the study written 
by Nan et al. (2022) whose title is Humoral and Cellular Im-
mune Responses to Vector, Mix-and-Match, or mRNA Vaccines 
against SARS-CoV-2 and the Relationship between the Two Im-
mune Responses, there were differences in immune response in-
duced after mix-match vaccination depending on sex or age of 
each individual. According to this article, the mixed match of 
mRNA vaccine induced a robust immune response [38].

But there are no studies in the literature showing that the mix 
of mRNA vaccine could induce more propensity to have any 
kind of cancer, as I am demonstrating in this article that all five 
patients with cancer diagnosis after receiving the COVID-19 
vaccine have in common, the mix of vaccination using two or 
three different kinds of the COVID-19 vaccines. In case report 
one, she uses CoronaVac and Pfizer. In case report two, she used 
Janssen and Pfizer. In case report three, she used CoronaVac, 
Pfizer, and Janssen. In case report four, she used CoronaVac and 
Pfizer. In case report five, he used CoronaVac, Pfizer, and As-
tra-Zeneca. All articles that we have in the literature are studying 
the propensity of cancer patients to acquire COVID-19 and the 
necessity of vaccinating this group of patients [38].

To understand which factors, increase the chance to have any 
type of cancer when using a highly concentrated injected vac-
cine, we need to understand which type of population we are 
attending nowadays, to know which type of vaccine we need 
to use, as I am showing in the article entitled Why is Highly 
Diluted Oral “Vaccine” For COVID-19 the Safest Option in this 
Pandemic? [17]

To understand this theme, it is necessary to combine thoughts 
from Western medicine and from traditional Chinese medicine, 
as I am showing in the Yin and Yang metaphor. Yin (the part of 
the symbol in black) is considered Western medicine, as it is 
representing materialized energy and Yang (the part of the sym-
bol represented by white) represents non-materialized energy. 
Both kinds of medicine are different but complementary, as I 
am showing in Figure 14 and Figure 1 of the metaphor of the 
tree [2, 17].
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Conclusion
The conclusion of this study is that having cancer after receiving 
the COVID-19 vaccine does not mean that the cancer was caused 
only by the vaccine, but there are hereditary factors, diet factors, 
emotional factors, and energy factors involved in this condition 
that we need to know all these aspects to treat the patient accord-
ingly and not just treating the symptoms, that is the formation of 
cancer itself. Patients that are having cancer after receiving the 
COVID-19 vaccine have in common, energy deficiency inside 
the five internal massive organs (Liver, Heart, Spleen, Lungs, 
and Kidney) according to traditional Chinese medicine’s point 
of view and they are responsible for the production of internal 
energy to keep our health in a balanced state and to keep our 
immune system and protect against the formation of any kind 
of disease. There is a necessity of increasing the energy of the 
population that received this kind of vaccine to increase the vital 
energy and protect the body against the formation of these kinds 
of diseases. To this end, there is the necessity of using highly 
diluted medications according to the theory of Constitutional 
Homeopathy of the Five Elements Based on Traditional Chinese 
Medicine. In all cases, we can note that 100% of the patients 
reported in this article received a combination of the COVID-19 
vaccine. There is a necessity for more studies in this field to try 
to understand the reason for increasing the chance to have cancer 
after receiving a mix of COVID-19 vaccination. 
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